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John Warham has been actively studying petrels for 40 
years. This volume is the first of what is intended to be 
a two-volume tour de force of the Procellariiformes, 
and reviews the advances made in our understanding of 
this order of seabirds. 

The order spans a range of habit and body size from 
the tiny storm-petrels, able to survive and migrate such 
huge distances despite the vagaries and extremes of a 
marine existence, to the albatross - that group of birds 
which have inspired poets and biologists for centuries. 

In this volume, Warham dedicates individual chap- 
ters to introducing each of the major groups of petrel, 
whether they include representatives of one genus 
(Bulweria and the shearwaters Puffinus), closely related 
genera (fulmars, gadfly petrels and Blue Petrel and 
prions, Procellaria and Calonectris) or individual fami- 
lies (albatrosses, storm petrels, diving petrels). This di- 
vision of treatment is largely based on common sense 
and makes the text logical to follow. 

The final five chapters present a comparative ac- 
count of the breeding biology of the members of this 
order; an initial chapter introducing general aspects of 
reproductive strategy, followed by a chapter dealing 
with each of the pre-egg, egg, incubation and chick 
stages of petrel reproduction. 

Allometric considerations of petrel breeding biology 
are an underlying theme of this book; comparative data 
spanning the size-range represented within the order 
are presented for many breeding biology parameters. 
This approach effectively defines the petrel 'blueprint' 
and draws attention to anomalous data and their ecolog- 
ical significance, emphasising those environmental con- 
ditions that have posed constraints on the evolution of 
adaptive strategies of survival for particular representa- 
tives. Perhaps more could be made of this analysis, but 
in synthesising the data, and in directing readers to the 
primary literature, this volume will encourage research 
directed towards solving many remaining mysteries. In 
compiling these relationships with body size, Warham's 
research has been exhaustive, as the reference to about 
1000 previous publications testifies. 

Knowing that a companion volume to this is in 
preparation that will 'look in more detail at behaviour, 
physiology, population biology and food', it is difficult 

to criticise areas where information is lacking in the 
present volume. 

Despite the stated topics to be covered in the follow- 
ing volume, this first tome does introduce some of 
these, with brief sections on populations in the introduc- 
tory chapter, and on food in each of the chapters dealing 
with specific families or genera. For those interested in 
the feeding ecology of this group, these 'snippets' will 
be too brief and incomplete. However, this initial vol- 
ume is a rigorous description of the group and their 
breeding biology. It should be appreciated by seabird 
biologists in particular and all ornithologists interested 
in the 'comparative method'. As it claims to deal with 
many aspects of petrel biology that are currently at the 
forefront of much research effort, the next volume is 
eagerly anticipated. 

Michael Whitehead 
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CORRIDORS 
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Clearance for agriculture has caused the decline of more 
Australian bird taxa than any other threatening process. 
In most of south-eastern and south-western Australia 
the continued survival of more than half the native bird 
species will depend on how we manage the pockets of 
native vegetation that remain. These two books, and a 
further volume in preparation on the reconstruction of 
fragmented landscapes, contribute much to our under- 
standing of what is needed. 

Though now over four years old, the first book has 
value as the first in what will probably be a continuing 
series. It confirms the importance of remnants to nature 
conservation and considers the many problems that 
those Australian states that have yet to introduce tree 
clearance controls will experience when they, too, have 
nothing but remnants to manage. It will remain for 
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some time a benchmark for anyone attempting to con- 
serve biological remnants in fragmented landscapes. 

The second book, which won the 1992 Wildlife Pub- 
lication Award for editorship, grew out of the first and 
deals with a particular type of remnant, corridors of nat- 
ural vegetation between larger patches. The value of 
corridors has caused considerable debate among the sci- 
entific community, and a computer simulation in the 
book by Soul6 purports to show that under certain cir- 
cumstances, corridors can be detrimental to wildlife 
conservation. However, the concept of corridors has 
captured the imagination of both land managers and the 
public. It is the underlying philosophy behind planting 
schemes in areas where trees have been lost and in tree 
clearance guidelines in Queensland. 

In fact, as this book shows, evidence for the use of 
corridors as conduits is sparse and still requires intense 
research to prove what is intiutively likely to be correct. 
In most circumstances, however, such proof is unneces- 
sary. As the editors conclude, it must be assumed that 
corridors are useful even if their primary conservation 
value is as remnants rather than in the facilitation of 
gene flow. They, and many of the papers, then go on to 
give prescriptions for corridors management, mostly 
backed up by useful examples. This information is also 
summarised in a simplified form in an accompanying 
booklet for use by land managers and educators, an ex- 
ample that should be standard practice for conference 
editors. 

What is largely lacking from these books, but which 
hopefully will be considered in future volumes, is how 

to prevent the decline in diversity that is the inevitable 
consequence of the isolation of remnants, why particu- 
lar species are vulnerable to local extinction and how 
remnants can be managed to give these species an ad- 
vantage. Landscape ecology of the type considered in 
these books is fine for establishing general principles 
but there is still a major role for autecology, of the type 
described by Andrew Bennett in the first book on 
potoroos in south-westem Victoria, when it comes to 
management on the ground. 

Both volumes are the proceedings of conferences 
and workshop. Thus, though all papers have been sub- 
ject to peer review and edited to a high scientific stan- 
dard, there are inevitable omissions and repetitions. 
There is also a bias in both books towards south- 
western Australia, though leavened by examples from 
other parts of Australia, Britain, the USA and Africa. 
This regional bias is not necessarily a disadvantage. The 
variety of approaches taken in the west, and the thor- 
oughness with which the Western Australian landscape 
has been reduced to remnants, means that examples 
from that region are good models for similar problems 
elsewhere. 

Also the publishers, Surrey Beatty and Sons, 
deserve special praise for not just these two books but 
for their overall contribution to Australian ecology. 
They have been responsible for turning numerous grey 
conferences into rigorously refereed black and white 
scientific literature and deserve strong support from all 
Australian ecologists. 

Stephen Garnett 
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